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Eight years after publication of the Arabidopsis genome
sequence and two years before completing the first
phase of an international effort to characterize the function of every Arabidopsis gene, plant biologists remain
unable to provide a definitive answer to the following
basic question: what is the minimal gene set required for
normal growth and development? The purpose of this
review is to summarize different strategies employed to
identify essential genes in Arabidopsis, an important
component of the minimal gene set in plants, to present
an overview of the datasets and specific genes identified
to date, and to discuss the prospects for future saturation of this important class of genes. The long-term
goal of this collaborative effort is to facilitate basic
research in plant biology and complement ongoing
research with other model organisms.
The concept of essential genes
Essential is a common word that does not often require
further explanation. Defining essential in the context of
plant growth and development, however, can be problematic because one must differentiate between essential
cellular processes, essential protein functions, and essential genes, and recognize that what is essential under one
set of growth conditions may be dispensable under
another. One might even argue that most genes are essential because otherwise they would not be maintained
through natural selection. For this article, we have chosen
the following definition of an essential gene: one that is
required for normal growth and development and is associated with a loss-of-function phenotype in a standard
genetic background. Duplicated genes that encode essential proteins with redundant functions and expression
patterns are not considered to be essential according to
this definition and will not be detected in phenotypic
screens unless the appropriate multiple mutants are constructed. Synthetic lethals that exhibit a phenotype only
when mutations in distinct but interacting genes are combined will also be missed. The initial list of essential genes
presented here therefore represents a valuable though
incomplete sampling of the more comprehensive but elusive dataset of Arabidopsis genes that individually or
collectively encode proteins with essential functions.
The importance of lethals
Lethal mutants are often considered to be of limited value
because the mutant tissue needed for analysis cannot be
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studied or maintained. With Arabidopsis, this conclusion is
somewhat misguided. First, recessive embryonic lethals
can be readily maintained as heterozygotes that repeatedly exhibit the desired phenotype with each new silique
(fruit) produced. Second, valuable information can often be
obtained by analyzing mutant embryos before the onset of
lethality. This approach has revealed important details of
the null phenotypes of many essential genes, including the
Arabidopsis DICER ortholog (DCL1) required to generate
small RNAs [1]. Third, advances in technology have made
possible the analysis of small amounts of plant material.
Mutant embryos are therefore not beyond experimental
manipulation [2]. And fourth, alternative methods can be
used to generate weak alleles of an essential gene [3]. The
literature is full of examples in which embryonic and
gametophytic lethals have provided valuable information
on topics ranging from cell biology and metabolism to
signal transduction and developmental interactions.
Lethals are therefore a crucial and informative part of
the Arabidopsis mutant collection.
The systematic identification of genes with essential
functions has been described for several different prokaryotes [4–6] and a number of eukaryotes, including Saccharomyces [7], Caenorhabditis [8], and humans [9]. These
studies have provided valuable insights into the minimal
gene set required for basic cell functions in a wide range of
organisms. An equivalent dataset for Arabidopsis would
enable comparisons with other model organisms, facilitate
the analysis of plant genes with important but otherwise
unknown functions, and contribute to our understanding of
essential biological processes in flowering plants. The
immediate challenge is to devise effective strategies for
finding and confirming the identities of essential plant
genes. We have chosen to focus here on genes required
for seed development, and to some extent gametogenesis,
because they represent the most robust dataset of essential
plant genes available. A list of 620 Arabidopsis genes with
mutant phenotypes detected throughout the life cycle was
published five years ago [10]. Mutants with a seed phenotype were the most common class represented.
Forward genetic screens
The history of Arabidopsis genetics is filled with examples
of genetic screens for informative mutant phenotypes. The
first publication devoted to lethal mutants appeared 50
years ago [11]. Screens for embryonic lethals were
described in detail 5 and 20 years later [12,13], followed
by seedling screens for mutants with altered patterns of
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embryo development [14]. Thousands of embryo-defective
(emb) mutants have been isolated and characterized in
dozens of laboratories over the years. Many of the disrupted genes remain to be identified. Mutants are typically
maintained as heterozygotes that produce siliques with
25% defective seeds. Allelism between mutants can be
confirmed by crossing heterozygotes and screening the
resulting siliques for defective seeds.
The advent of T-DNA insertional mutagenesis enabled
large-scale screens of insertion lines for tagged mutants
with defects in seed development [15] attributed to known
genes [16]. This led to the development of a centralized
database (http://www.seedgenes.org) of essential genes
associated with a seed phenotype [17]. The December
2007 database release includes more than 350 essential
genes and over 600 mutant alleles identified in different
laboratories and through a variety of experimental
approaches (Table 1). Most of the gene identities resulted
from forward screens of T-DNA insertion lines [15]. The
frequency of embryo-defective mutants uncovered in these
screens is high because many genes are required for normal seed development. However, only 30% of seed phenotypes observed in T-DNA lines appear to result from
stable integration. Considerable effort is therefore
required to determine which mutants are tagged with
an insert and to identify large numbers of EMB genes in
these populations [15]. Forward genetic screens also
become less efficient as saturation is approached because
the mutants uncovered are likely to represent new alleles
of known genes. Identifying the full spectrum of essential
genes in Arabidopsis will therefore require both forward
and reverse genetics.
Gametophytic lethals
Forward genetic screens for gametophytic mutants have
often focused on reduced transmission of an associated
selectable marker [18–20]. Plants heterozygous for a recessive mutation that is lethal to male or female gametophytes (but not both) should transmit the mutant allele to
Table 1. The SeedGenes database (December 2007)
Total genes in database:
Gene identity
- Confirmed
- Not confirmed
- Uncertain
- Questionable
Mutant phenotype
- Embryo defective
- Seed pigment
- 50% defective seeds
Total mutants in database:
Mutant phenotype
- Embryo defective
- Seed pigment
- 50% defective seeds
Nomarski images
- Available
- Not available
Initial characterization
- Meinke laboratory
- Other laboratories
Pending database additions:
Double-mutant seed phenotype:
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358
244
104
5
5
317
35
6
605
542
57
6
334
271
381
224
37 genes
31 gene pairs

50% rather than 75% of progeny seeds following self-pollination. This difference can often be detected by scoring the
ratio of resistant to sensitive seedlings derived from collections of insertion mutants. A more definitive strategy for
the identification of male gametophytic lethals involves the
quartet mutation, which interferes with separation of pollen tetrads. The advantage to this approach is that all four
products of male meiosis remain attached, and hence the
desired insertion mutants can be readily identified and
distinguished from unwanted chromosomal aberrations
[21]. The most extensive single collection of gametophytic
mutants includes 130 candidate genes required for female
gametophyte development [18]. Most of these genes are
represented by single mutant alleles. Another 50 to 60
genes required for gametophyte function have been identified in publications from multiple laboratories over the
past decade. Some of these encode proteins that contribute
specialized functions required for pollen germination or
pollen-tube growth.
Mutations that are 100% lethal to both male and female
gametophytes cannot be maintained or studied. The total
number of such genes in Arabidopsis remains unknown.
Several candidates were recently identified among
mutants altered in cytosolic aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases
[22]. The implication is that a fundamental disruption of
translation in the cytosol of developing gametophytes cannot be circumvented. Some mutations disrupt female
gametophyte development but not pollen development or
tube growth. These often result in heterozygotes with 50%
aborted ovules. Other mutations interfere with male transmission but not female transmission. In some cases, both
male and female transmission of a mutant allele is reduced
but not eliminated. Rare homozygotes that form typically
fail to complete embryogenesis.
Some mutants yield heterozygotes with 50% defective
seeds regardless of pollen genotype, either because the
wild-type allele contributed through the pollen is silenced
during seed development or because defects in female
gametophyte development become limiting after fertilization [23,24]. Disrupting the second pollen mitosis also
generates siliques with 50% aborted seeds following selfpollination [25], although the underlying mechanism is
different. Because the distinction between genes required
for gametogenesis and those required for embryogenesis is
not absolute, and because differences can be complicated
by the presence of stored gene products in gametophytes,
the most effective strategy for identifying essential genes
with functions early in development is to consider embryonic and gametophytic lethals combined. Confirming the
identities of large numbers of candidate genes required for
gametogenesis nevertheless remains a challenge because
allelism tests cannot be performed.
Informative mutant phenotypes
One strategy for dealing with essential genes is to focus
attention on a small number of genes with interesting
functions or knockout phenotypes and ignore the rest. This
strategy has three major limitations: (i) cellular functions
that seem mundane to one investigator may be fascinating
to another; (ii) some proteins with unremarkable biochemical activities have surprising developmental func-
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Figure 1. Screen capture of the Query page from the SeedGenes database available at http://www.seedgenes.org. Several query options (e.g. Embryo defective,
Translation, Globular) have been selected for illustration. The December 2007 release of the database includes information on 350 genes required for seed development in
Arabidopsis and 600 mutant alleles with known disruptions in these genes.

tions that become apparent after broad genetic screens;
and (iii) unusual phenotypes do not always lead to informative gene functions. For example, the origin of twin
embryos in Arabidopsis [26] is an intriguing developmental phenomenon that is amenable to genetic analysis. The
first twin mutant cloned, however, was an atypical allele of
an aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase [27]. Another twin mutant
appears to be altered in a ribosomal protein [16]. Meanwhile, the regulatory factors that prevent twinning during
normal development remain to be identified. We have long
advocated the value of identifying large numbers of genes
with a loss-of-function seed phenotype to assess the full
range of functions associated with seed development [13].
The challenge then becomes to collect and organize the
most relevant data on many different genes and mutant
alleles.
The SeedGenes database
Detailed information on genes required for seed development in Arabidopsis is presented in the SeedGenes database (http://www.seedgenes.org) [17]. Individuals working
on mutants with a seed phenotype or genes of interest that
fail to generate knockout homozygotes are encouraged to
consult this database and to cite when appropriate the

mutant alleles described therein. Based on past estimates
of 500 to 1000 total EMB genes in Arabidopsis [15,28] and
the continued identification of new EMB genes throughout
the community, the current collection of 350 EMB genes
is substantial but not yet close to saturation. Gene identities confirmed through molecular complementation or
allelism tests are distinguished in SeedGenes from those
that are not confirmed (single mutant alleles) or uncertain
because of questionable insert location or conflicting
genetic data. This distinction allows both preliminary
and confirmed data on candidate genes to be included.
Similar standards of identity confirmation need to be
maintained while developing additional datasets of genes
with knockout phenotypes in the future.
The SeedGenes Query page (Figure 1) generates a list of
genes or mutants that match selected criteria. Clicking on
a specific gene or mutant directs the user to a Profile page
for that locus, with detailed gene information on the left
side and mutant information on the right. Links provide
additional documentation such as flanking sequence information for insertion mutants, summarized BLAST data,
and images of cleared mutant seeds viewed with Nomarski
optics. A representative collection of images is presented in
Figure 2. Methods used to generate data in SeedGenes are
485
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Figure 2. Representative collection of embryo-defective phenotypes found in the SeedGenes database. Defined regions of wild-type embryos include the embryo proper
(EP), suspensor (S), cotyledons (C), hypocotyl (H), shoot apical meristem (SAM), and root apical meristem (RAM). Examples of aberrant development include irregular
patterns of cell division, altered embryo morphology, enlarged cells ( pfi), uneven epidermal layer (emb3001), giant suspensors (sus1), and twin embryos (twn2). The
second (TWN) embryo in twn2 arises from the suspensor (S) of the first embryo (EP). Seeds were removed from immature siliques and visualized with Nomarski
(differential interference contrast) light microscopy. Arrested (mutant) embryos were obtained from green siliques when wild-type embryos were at the heart (H), linear (L),
or curled cotyledon (C) stage, as noted in the lower left of each figure. The six images on the left side are more highly magnified than those at right. Scale bars, 50 mm.

presented in a tutorial section on the website. Other SeedGenes features include lists of genes to be included in
future releases, redundant gene pairs that are by definition
not essential but generate a double-knockout phenotype,
and seed stocks for 1412 additional emb mutants derived
from Syngenta insertion lines [15] that are either not
tagged with T-DNA or unresolved with respect to tagging
status. Future database releases will include information
on genes required for gametogenesis and summaries of
essential gene functions and patterns of expression.
Features of known EMB genes
Genes required for seed development are randomly distributed throughout the genome and encode proteins with
a wide range of biochemical and cellular functions. Basal
processes such as DNA replication, RNA processing, and
protein synthesis, which should become critical during
embryo development, are prevalent among the seed phenotype class [16]. Transcription factors and components of
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signaling pathways are under-represented and are more
common among genes with knockout phenotypes that
affect later stages of development [16]. Surprisingly, the
functional classifications of genes required for seed development overlap to a great extent with those required for
gametogenesis. Whether a particular gene disruption
results in embryo or gametophytic lethality therefore
appears to be determined in part by the availability of
stored gene products in gametophytes and not simply by
the specific protein function involved [22]. Identifying
these stored transcripts will be difficult because the current methods used to assess transcript diversity in gametophytes do not distinguish between post-meiotic
transcripts derived from haploid spores and transcripts
produced by pre-meiotic sporocytes or surrounding diploid
cells. With respect to the intracellular compartmentalization of protein products, many EMB genes encode essential
chloroplast proteins. A functional chloroplast is therefore
required for normal embryo development in Arabidopsis.
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By contrast, a complete loss of mitochondrial function often
seems to be associated with zygotic or gametophytic lethality [22].
Overall, EMB genes identified to date are somewhat
larger than average, consistent with their frequent isolation through forward genetics, and have fewer paralogs
than average, which reduces the likelihood that a redundant gene will mask the loss-of-function phenotype [16].
Most EMB genes appear to be expressed at multiple stages
of the life cycle. Thus, a seed phenotype does not necessarily indicate embryo-specific expression but rather the
developmental stage when a loss of gene product first
becomes limiting. With some notable exceptions [29,30],
most emb mutants appear to be nulls, not simply weak
alleles of genes required for gametogenesis. Weak alleles of
some EMB genes exhibit distinctive phenotypes during
later stages of development, consistent with their known
patterns of expression throughout the life cycle. Examples
include changes in flowering time (FY), ozone response
(VTC1), root meristem development (RML1), and ovule
morphology (SIN1).
Examples of recent gene identifications
The identities of 41 EMB genes [31–64] were published
between January 2006 and February 2008 (Table 2). Most
of these resulted from reverse screens of insertion mutants
disrupted in known genes of interest. Another 33 EMBs
were added to SeedGenes following reverse analysis of
candidate essentials in the Meinke laboratory. During this
same period, seven gametophytic lethals were identified
through forward genetics [65,66] and 10 through reverse
genetics [29,35,67–74]. Four other genes were found to be
essential for gametophyte recognition during fertilization
[75–79]. EMBs therefore continue to represent the predominant class of essential genes in Arabidopsis. Double
knockouts with a lethal phenotype also increased
dramatically, with gene identities published for 12 embryonic and eight gametophytic double mutants [35,80–97].
Several of the knockouts listed in Table 2 are noteworthy because they reveal overlaps between gene identification programs in different laboratories. The first ise2
allele (emb25) was isolated following chemical mutagenesis and mapped relative to visible markers at the bottom
of chromosome 1 [28]. A second allele was later identified
by screening for mutants with altered size exclusion of
plasmodesmata during embryogenesis [38]. Map-based
cloning revealed that this locus (At1g70070) corresponded
to PDE317, originally named for the pigment phenotype of
a weak insertion mutant from the Syngenta collection [15].
In another case, a forward genetic screen for mutants with
enhanced gene silencing [36] resulted in the identification
of weak alleles of two EMB genes (At1g32490 and
At5g23880) that encode proteins involved in RNA processing. Recent cloning of the ICU2 locus [67] revealed that
distinctive leaf and floral phenotypes of the original
mutant allele resulted from a partial loss of function of
At5g67100, which encodes the catalytic subunit of DNA
polymerase a. Null alleles of this locus are gametophytic
lethal. Another locus (At2g41500) was identified as essential based on genetic screens in three different laboratories:
a forward screen for female gametophytic mutants [43], a
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reverse screen for knockouts of genes involved in RNA
processing [44], and a reverse screen of Arabidopsis orthologs of known essential genes [16].
Several different strategies involving multiple laboratories have therefore resulted in the identification of a
modest number of EMB genes over the past two years.
By contrast, 160 EMB genes were first identified through
one forward screen at Syngenta [15] and incorporated into
the SeedGenes database between March 2002 and September 2004. We are not aware of current attempts elsewhere to identify large numbers of EMB genes through a
similar approach. Most remaining EMB genes will therefore in all likelihood be uncovered gradually through
reverse genetics. The question then becomes which target
genes represent the most promising candidates for
analysis.
Strategies for approaching saturation
The following sections highlight the reverse genetic strategies being used to identify candidate EMB genes in Arabidopsis. The long-term goal is not to screen every
knockout available for a seed phenotype, which is both
inefficient and unrealistic, but rather to focus attention on
those genes most likely to be required for seed development. Promising insertions in genes of interest can be
identified by querying the Salk database [98] of insertion
mutants at http://signal.salk.edu. Although compiling a
definitive list of non-essential genes that lack a knockout
phenotype would also be helpful and informative, the
inherent complexities of existing mutant collections make
this goal impractical at present.
Orthologs of essential genes in other organisms
One source of candidate EMB genes is non-redundant
orthologs of essential genes identified in other model
organisms. From an initial dataset of 240 such genes
identified in Arabidopsis [16], we selected 74 candidates
for a study that involved screening 215 Salk insertion lines
for the presence of a seed phenotype that correlated with
the insert. Although this sample proved to be enriched for
essentials, with 19 EMB genes identified, the failure to
confirm some insertions and the high frequency of background mutations with a seed phenotype complicated the
analysis. Several EMBs found with this approach also
corresponded to genes identified elsewhere through concurrent screens. We therefore conclude that a ‘shared
essentials’ approach to saturation is robust but may duplicate ongoing work in other laboratories.
Shared processes, pathways, and protein interactors
An alternative approach is to focus on candidates that
share something in common with a known EMB. We
pursued a ‘shared process’ approach with aminoacyl-tRNA
synthetases (AARSs) when it became apparent that several EMB genes identified through forward genetic screens
were required for the aminoacylation of tRNAs during
translation [22]. The resulting screen of 50 insertion lines
identified three additional EMB genes required for translation in chloroplasts and nine OVA genes with an aborted
ovule phenotype that results from loss of translation in
mitochondria. Candidates for future screens utilizing this
487
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Table 2. Recent publications on EMB gene identification in Arabidopsis (January 2006 – February 2008)a
Locus b
At1g03360
At1g09770
At1g10270
At1g23400
At1g31860
At1g32490
At1g62750
At1g64790
At1g70070
At1g74960
At2g01350
At2g17510
At2g21470
At2g36230
At2g38670
At2g41500
At3g14230
At3g19770
At3g55610
At3g57150
At3g57870
At4g00220
At4g03240
At4g21800
At4g22970
At4g26500
At4g26900
At4g31780
At4g32720
At4g33495
At4g36480
At5g14760
At5g22370
At5g23880
At5g48600
At5g48840
At5g49160
At5g50210
At5g52920
At5g57600
At5g59440

Symbol
RRP4
AtCDC5
GRP23
AtCAF2
HISN2
ESP3
SCO1
ILA
ISE2
FAB1
QPT1
RRP44A
SAE2
HISN3
PECT1
LIS; PRP4
AtRAP2.2
AtVPS9A
AtP5CS2
AtCBF5
SCE1
JLO
AtFH
QQT2
AESP
AtSufE
HISN4
MGD1
AtLA1
RPD1
LCB1
AO
QQT1
ESP5
SMC4
AtPTS
MET1
QS
PKP1
BIO3
ZEUS1

Alias c
EMB2733
EMB25; PDE317
EMB2763
EMB2764
APG10
EMB2776
EMB1637
EMB1374
EMB2797
EMB2779
EMB1705
EMB1265
-

Phenotype
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Silencing; embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo; pigment
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo; pigment
Embryo
FEG; embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Root; embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Silencing; embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo
Embryo

Mutagen
T-DNA
T-DNA
TN; T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
EMS; T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
EMS; T-DNA
T-DNA
TN
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA; TN
EMS
EMS; T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA; TN
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
EMS; T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
EMS
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA
T-DNA

Predicted gene function
RNA processing; exosome subunit
DNA-binding protein; cell cycle control
Putative transcriptional regulator
Chloroplast intron splicing factor
Histidine biosynthesis
RNA helicase; mRNA splicing
Plastid translation elongation factor
Translational activator
RNA helicase; plasmodesmata function
Ketoacyl-acyl carrier protein synthase
NAD biosynthesis
RNA processing; exosome subunit
SUMO activating enzyme
Histidine biosynthesis
Phosphatidylethanolamine biosynthesis
snRNP; mRNA splicing
Transcription factor
Rab5 guanine exchange factor
Proline biosynthesis
Nucleolar protein; RNA processing
SUMO conjugating enzyme
LOB domain protein
Frataxin; biosynthesis of Fe-S proteins
ATP/GTP binding protein; microtubules
Separase; sister chromatid separation
Fe-S cluster protein
Histidine biosynthesis
MGDG (galactolipid) synthesis
RNA binding protein
Unknown
Sphingolipid biosynthesis
NAD biosynthesis
ATP binding protein; microtubules
mRNA cleavage and polyadenylation
Chromosome condensation
Pantothenate synthetase
Methyltransferase; DNA methylation
NAD biosynthesis
Plastidic pyruvate kinase B1 subunit
Biotin synthesis; bifunctional enzyme
Thymidylate kinase; DNA replication

Ref(s)
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]
[36]
[37]
[74]
[38]
[39]
[40]
[31]
[41]
[35]
[42]
[43,44]
[45]
[46]
[47]
[48]
[41]
[49]
[50,51]
[52]
[53]
[54]
[35]
[55]
[56]
[57]
[58]
[40]
[52]
[36]
[59]
[60]
[61]
[40]
[62]
[63]
[64]

a
Green symbols denote essential genes revealed through forward genetics and red symbols through reverse genetics. Blue symbols represent genes with other phenotypes
revealed through forward genetics and embryo phenotypes noted through reverse genetics. Abbreviations: FEG, female gametophyte; TN, transposon; EMS, ethyl
methanesulfonate; MGDG, monogalactosyldiacylglycerol; T-DNA, transferred DNA from Agrobacterium tumefaciens.
b
Excludes 33 other EMBs identified in the Meinke laboratory and listed at http://www.seedgenes.org during this time, either in the central database (At2g17250, At2g38770,
At2g43650, At2g45000, At3g13200, At4g03430, At4g11820, At5g05560, At5g14800, At5g15540, At5g27740, At5g63960) or linked to the ‘pending additions’ page (At1g04950,
At1g07320, At1g24706, At1g28395, At1g49870, At2g02150, At2g18290, At2g31060, At2g32590, At2g39080, At2g43650, At3g10220, At3g17300, At3g23110, At3g46960,
At4g27010, At4g29910, At4g36690, At5g05680, At5g15920, At5g56290).
c
All emb and pde mutants listed here were characterized in the Meinke laboratory. The apg10 mutant was described elsewhere [104].

‘shared process’ approach include genes associated with
DNA replication, RNA processing, and ribosome assembly.
A related strategy is to focus on basic metabolic pathways required for seed development. The histidine pathway is of particular interest because it involves multiple
steps and has long been a paradigm for gene regulation in
bacteria. After forward genetics revealed that disruption of
histidine biosynthesis resulted in embryo lethality [16], we
took a reverse genetic approach that culminated in the
identification of four additional EMB genes, one gametophytic lethal, and one double-knockout lethal [35]. A
similar approach was utilized to disrupt an intermediate
step in biotin biosynthesis [63]. This candidate gene
(At5g57600) ultimately defined a bifunctional locus
(BIO3–BIO1) that undergoes differential splicing and
includes another gene (At5g57590) required for biotin
488

biosynthesis [15]. Although these examples illustrate the
success of a ‘shared pathway’ approach to EMB gene
identification, the complexity and redundancy of metabolic
pathways in plants may limit the strategy overall.
Proteins that form complexes with known EMB gene
products represent another source of candidates. The
assumption here is that disrupting any portion of the
complex will result in lethality. This ‘shared interactors’
approach was recently used to demonstrate that the QQT2
gene product, known to interact with another protein
(QQT1; EMB1705) identified through forward genetics,
is also required for completion of embryo development
[52]. Protein interactors that form complexes conserved
throughout eukaryotes can be discovered most readily
[99,100], although some of these candidates will duplicate
those identified with other methods. Realizing the full
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potential of this approach to identify plant-specific complexes with proteins of unknown functions will require a
more complete characterization of the protein interactome
in Arabidopsis.
Genes expressed in embryos or gametophytes
Another strategy is to select promising candidates from
lists of genes known to be expressed in embryos or female
gametophytes. The obvious limitation to this approach is
the technical challenge of identifying rare transcripts in
small samples. One idea has been to analyze mutant ovules
lacking a megagametophyte [74,101] and look for missing
transcripts present in the wild-type ovule. One study found
several known essentials among megagametophyte transcripts identified in this manner but analyzed only two
essential genes not previously described [74]. Problems
were also encountered with chromosomal translocations,
which complicate the analysis of T-DNA mutants [28].
Another study found several known essential genes among
transcripts identified using laser microdissection of developing embryos [102]. With continued technical advances in
mRNA isolation and characterization, these combined
strategies may focus attention on the most promising
candidates for future analysis.
Absence of knockout homozygotes
We recently examined 130 candidate genes associated with
insertion mutants that fail to generate knockout homozygotes. This strategy was designed to complement a genome-wide effort to identify a knockout homozygote for
every Arabidopsis gene (see http://signal.salk.edu). We
expected that this approach would be straightforward
because most genes that fail to yield knockout homozygotes
should be essential. However, only 25% of the genes
screened to date appear promising. The high frequency
of false positives reflects a variety of problems, including
sampling and genotyping errors, PCR primers that amplify
a second locus, inserts missing from plants sampled, difficulty predicting allele severity, and inherent complexities
of T-DNA lines. The apparent absence of knockout homozygotes in genome-wide screens is therefore not yet a
reliable indicator of genes with essential functions.
Future directions
We have attempted to document here both the remarkable
progress made in identifying essential genes of Arabidopsis and the potential limitations of different strategies for
reaching saturation. Although T-DNA insertional mutagenesis made possible the large-scale identification of
essential genes, the unpredictable nature of existing collections of insertion lines and the molecular complexities of
many insertion sites appear to define the greatest obstacle
to future saturation. Nevertheless, we believe that by
pursuing the different strategies described here, incorporating future advances in targeted gene inactivation, examining genes without insertions [103] as candidates for dual
gametophytic lethality [22], and assembling information
from multiple laboratories on genes that fail to produce
viable knockout homozygotes, it should be possible to make
continued progress towards defining a comprehensive
dataset of essential genes in a model plant.
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